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5 ' REFINING. MACHINE 

ilk-Edward H.~Cumpston, Jr.,;Pitts?eld,:~Mass;,r-assignor to 
3 D.:J0nes and:Sons CompanyyPitts?eld, Mass.,la cor 
yt: porationrofv-Massachusetts 

4 AApplicationMay 29;‘1953, Serial No.'358,438 

.. z‘: 10. Claims; .'.(CI. 92-26) 

‘This invention‘ relates to apparatus for, breaking up 
, material and more particularly to apparatus for‘de?bering 

1 materials such aschips,» rags, etc., and for re?ningmate 
_' hrialr such as; paper-making‘ pump. 

'. .‘Objects of the invention are to provide .a machine 
.- 'jwhich‘will circulate material of high‘ consistency, which 

requiresqless;circulating power,‘ than prior »rnachines, 
1 which; has a wide range of severity of working- action, 

..nwhich isusimple vand, inexpensive to manufacture, and 
j which‘ is durable ,and reliable inuse. 

.‘ LMachinesaccording .to the present invention are char 
acterized by agenerally. cylindrical chamber having an 

“inlet at .oneendand an outlet at the other end, atrotor 
. Hmountedicoaxially in,the .chamber,.together with means 

at,_onetend oftthechamber for’ drivingthe rotor and 
_ .rneans forv feeding pulp'intothe chamber. from theyinlet, 
_ 1th‘: . rotor. having‘ peripheral‘ rakes to ~ work the, pulp and 
‘throw ;it.=~.ag-ainst the periphery of thetcharnber inithe 

. .gform _of..a ,thin cylindrical layer, the rakes ‘being'disposed 
. intclose, juxtaposition to..the periphery of , the chamber 

t_o,_di_g,,,into, the cylindrical layer-and .cause ‘it to rotate, 
the periphery of the chamber being unobstructed to per 

._ mit ~rotation of -the- cylindricalv layer, .- whereby‘the cen 
trifugal. force of the-rotatingcylindrical lay‘er‘vproduces 

itatlleugthwise .?ow, which isvdirected toward. the,outlet by 
the pressure of the incoming. pulp. .The' rotor preferably 

.ttcpmprises. a shaft‘upon which is mounted a'series of disks 
[shaving serratedperipheries to-form the aforesaid rakes. 

lnhthetpreferredembodiment. the disks are mounted, on 
the, shaft at an :angle sorthat they vwobble as they rotate 
and they are spaced close enough together to sweep over 

,Wsubstantially the cntireperiphery of the chamber as'they 
._ .:Nvobble_,back and forth. - 

;. alForgthe purpose of illustration one embodiment is 
. : shown in the accompanying; drawings in which 

“Fig. 7 1 is a. plan‘ view; 
__ ptFig. 2_is a section on line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 
;..;Fig.3 isa section on,linei3—3 of Fig. 2; 

t _, _Fig.>4>isa section on line 4-4 of Fig. 2; 
. ;Fig.t5 .is a section on line 5-5 of Fig. 2; 
3: Fig. 6-isia section onrline 6-6 of Fig. 2; 
-. @FigH7t is a section on line 7-7 of Fig. 2; 
Fig. 8 ‘is-a,’ side view of’ a modi?cation‘ showing :parts 

in section; 
Fig. 9 is a section on line 9-9 of Fig. 8; and 

_10~,is-a section on linel10-10 of Fig. 8. 
.. -;_'The¢particular:embodiment shown in Figs._~l to;7~1,com 

gj'PFiSCS a base in-the form of two channels interconnected 
~. at‘intervals by plates 2 :welded to the channels-.1 .Mounted 
:1; on‘ the :baseintermediate its ends is a-cylindrical-cham 

ber 3 having feet 4 secured to the base by means of-bolts 
.. 6. a As shown inFig. 3 the upper side of; the cylindrical 
‘chamber is..cut away at the inletend totaccommodate 

1" an. inlet casing 7 which may be-welded touthe chamber 
, orvotherwise. secured inplace. ‘Fitted over the ,outletend 

_. Q of the chamber is a‘ca‘sing 8 which is mounted on the base 
. 1 with screws; 9 and which is open ‘at the bottom to permit 
“I discharge of the re?ned pulp, At the ‘opposite 'ends' of 
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,rr the_.base;are bearings 11,-and 12‘ whicharemounted on 
v_;vthe.base by means of screws 13 .and 14..-}Journalled in 
t ‘the bearings-.isa shaft 16having aprojecting end forcon 
,Mnection totatmotorpr Fast to thenshaft at theiinletrend 
5, .is antabutmentgring 1'7 ‘and threaded on-theshaft‘at'the 
(. .1toutlet=,end ‘is anuabutment nutt18.‘ .Fitted over the shaft 
.mjntermediate'thetring 17 - and‘the nut 18 are thezworking 
,. “parts oftthemachineanow to be described. 

. a. At the~inlet,end;a tube 19 is ?tted overthetshaft 16 
10.4withtonewendzabutting.thering 17. Fast totthe'periphery 

of.ther:tube 16-is -_a.spiral rib 21-forv feeding pulp'into the 
,_..ch"arnber 3.x‘ Abuttin'gtheaend of‘the tube 1-9,is an im 

( .-.p'eller in?thewform of’ two blades 22 arranged‘ at right 
,.,angles and. welded together,—the ends of:the\ blades being 
“bent-along ,the .lines 23 so ‘that the: blades also .-.tend to 
~ feedthetpulp, intotthenchamber 3.. Spaced from the'im 
,peller 22 by..a:spacing.ring 24 ,is a banger 26‘ having .ribs 
2-7:..fast to theinlet‘side‘and notches 2-8 in its periphery, 

=_.,>.this device servingtotbreak up the entering: chips or other 
2Qtpieces of, material, thereby protecting the re?ning ele 

,‘ ments. 

Following the banger 26 is a series of serrated disks 
1- \ 31,:which‘ are spacedfrorn eachother byspacingr-ings 32, 
._..thet?rst diskybeingspacedfrom the‘banger 26 by‘spacing 

255 ring 33_.' tThetdiskspreferably turn in the direction-oppo 
site to the direction in which therakes- point so. thatt?bers 
vandthe like do‘ not catch on the‘teetht. Asshown'inFig. 2 

‘,nrtheidisks arelmountedaat amangle to the axis ‘of the rotor 
sorthat. they: wobbleqback' and’ forth as the-shaftrotates, 
the/disks; being close enough --together 'to sweep :over ;sub~ 

uatstantially the-.entireperiphery of the (chamber asethey 
-- L. wobble backtand fort-brand faritenoughqapart to act- in 
..(.,.dependently on; the-:pulpst Mounted on~the outlet .end 

of. the .-shaft .is t a. retarder- 34wcompr~ising :‘a -~plate.;having 
3 its. endsnbentialongdines 36r(Fig. 7,) \i-nthe direction to 
--V..-.r1:etard: the’ flow of .pulp to the .outlet: and. prevent surg 
raging. “The.rctarder‘may‘also have ribs 3'7~;welded tot-the 

. ‘ outlet- side to-assist in;discharging-thelpulpvthroughthe 

:outleL- (Theretarder 34 is held in ‘spacedurelationship 
to. thetlast ~.serrated,v=dislc by-means of~;a~_spacing ;_ri1:lg 38 

tagandaanotherefring 39 .bridges- the :space' between-the- re 
tarderi- and. theiabutmentnnut 18: Afterv the partsvhave 
rbeem?ttedtover. the .shaft the abutment: nut 18 is: applied 

~¢,- tottclamp .the: parts between it‘ :and:the-abutmentwring 
317a ,Aften-thezparts~havewbeen~mounted onthe sha?tsthe 
sshaft istinserted into the chamber, through the- outlet'fend. 
Afterathctshaft isnmounted in :thewbearings l-lztand 12 

- thehousing-B is-Lapplied;over~the~outlet fend of the.~cham 
ber. 
an Inpperationthezmaterial-delivered to.-the*-inletfis fed 

1 by theaspiral'ribt 2.1 tand-aimpeller 22 t‘o-=the. banger126 
mwhere thelargerrpieces areubroken up;-;.As<the material 
attpasses throughgthe'rake section it is further broken up and 
awthrownaout against-the. periphery of the; chamber '3 int the 

t form of. a .thin:cylindrical-coating: 1 As theT coating‘ builds 
up to taathicknejssngreaterr than: the spacing betweenethe 

'. a periphery ‘oi the disksian‘d- the‘ periphery of'the-chamber 
tether disksv rake the coating" and» cause - the coating .-to rotate, 
the periphery of the chamber-beingunobstructed to per 

6.0_ mit_the;cylindrical layer to slide; The centrifugal'force 
v_..pro,duceql byt ,thistrotation; tends to<?atten-.~the_- layer'and 
i; inasmuch as titrcannotr?atten by~circumferential flow‘ it 

?attens by axial ~?ow=.~ -While ,the.;centrifugal-forceztends 
to produce axial ?ow equally toward the inletand outlet 

.x-GlildS‘, ‘the ‘flow toward theiinlettend- is counteracted by the 
?incomingdpulp. \ Consequently theu?ow is~toward~~the 
xoutlettend. , 

“ From the foregoing it‘ -_will be‘evidenttthat most o?-the 
" dispersing ‘andlre?ning "action takes, place in the _thin layer 

invthe form of“ high speedimpact." The‘re?ning action is 
,most pronoun‘cedwhen- the material being worked is of 
high viscosity and the layer is thin. Paper-making ma 
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terials can be worked to advantage at consistencies up to 
approximately ?fty percent. At these high consistencies 
turbulence is held to a minimum. 
The modi?cation shown in Figs. 8 to 10 is similar to 

the ?rst embodiment in that it comprises a generally cylin 
drical chamber 41, an inlet casing 42, a drive shaft 43, a 
feed screw 44 and revolving rakes 46. However it differs 
in the following respects. The diameter of the feed drum 
44 more closely approximates the internal diameter of the 
chamber 41 and the radial dimension of the feed screw 
is less, thereby feeding the material to the chamber near 
its periphery. Moreover the chamber 41 is slightly 
tapered toward its outlet end so that the clearance be 
tween the rakes and the periphery of the chamber gradu 
ally decreases toward the outlet end. In this way the de 
gree of re?ning action is gradually increased from the 
inlet end of the rake section to the outlet end. Further 
more the rakes 46 are pivotally mounted on rods 47 which 
are mounted on the rotor at their ends as illustrated at 48 
in Fig. 8. 
the radial position shown in the ?gures due to centrifugal 
force, but if a rock or other obstruction should be fed 
into the machine accidentally the rakes can swing back 
when they engage the rock, thereby preventing damage 
to the rakes. 
As illustrated in both embodiments the leading edges of 

the ends of the rakes should incline outwardly and rear 
wardly, that is outwardly and in the direction opposite to 
the direction of rotation. 
The operating conditions of these machines a?ford many 

advantages. The power consumption is relatively low due 
to the absence of excessive turbulence because of the 
small amount of carrying fluid required. The severity of 
the working action can be easily controlled because the 
high viscosities permit the use of large easily controlled 
working clearances. The rate of ?ow through the ma 
chine is controlled solely by the input rate. The severity 
of the re?ning action can be adjusted by altering the work 
ing clearances, the material viscosity, the machine speed 
or the shape of the rakes. The axial dimensions of the 
rakes should be small, preferably of the order of one-tenth 
inch or less. For maximum re?ning action successive 
rakes lengthwise of the chamber should be spaced apart 
far enough to drag through the surface of the cylindrical 
layer of material without substantial dragging action on 
the material windway between the successive teeth. The 
spacing between the tips of the rakes and the periphery of 
the chamber should be of the order of 0.01" to 0.20". 
The linear velocity of the rakes may vary widely depend 
ing upon the material being worked and the degree of 
re?ning desired, but for ordinary re?ning of paper-making 
material it can be of the order of 4000 feet per minute. 
From the foregoing it will be understood that the cylin 

drical layer of material on the periphery of the chamber 
tends to maintain a constant thickness under constant 
working conditions. As the layer increases in thickness 
the rakes get a better hold on the cylindrical layer, thereby 
increasing the centrifugal force and therefore the rate of 
?ow. Conversely if the layer tends to get thinner, due for 
example to a reduced rate of supply, the spinning action 
and centrifugal forces are reduced, thereby permitting the 
thickness of the layer to increase. 

It should be understood that the present disclosure is 
for the purpose of illustration only and that this invention 
includes all modi?cations and equivalents which fall 
within the scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A re?ning machine comprising an approximately 

cylindrical chamber having an inlet at one end and an out 
let at the other end, a rotor mounted coaxially in the 
chamber, means at one end of the chamber for driving the 
rotor, and means for feeding material into the chamber 
from said inlet, the rotor having peripheral rakes to throw 
the material against the periphery of the chamber in the 
form of a cylindrical layer, the rakes being spaced from 

In normal operation the rakes would occupy ‘ 

10 

40 
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60 

TO 

:1 
the periphery of the chamber but disposed in juxtaposition 
to the periphery to drag through the cylindrical layer, 
re?ne it, and cause it to rotate, and successive rakes 
lengthwise of the chamber being spaced apart far enough 
to drag through the coating without substantial dragging 
action on the material midway between the successive 
rakes, the periphery of the chamber being free of obstruc 
tions which would prevent rotation of the cylindrical 
layer, said outlet extending around the chamber and out 
wardly to said periphery so that the cylindrical layer can 
?ow directly through the outlet lengthwise of the con 
tainer, whereby the centrifugal force of the rotating cylin 
drical layer produces a lengthwise ?ow which is directed 
toward the outlet by the pressure of the incoming material. 

2. A machine according to claim 1 further character 
ized in that the rakes are pivoted on the rotor to swing 
back and permit the passage of objects which might 
damage the rakes. 

3. A re?ning machine comprising an approximately 
cylindrical chamber having an inlet at one end and an out 
let at the other end, a shaft extending axially through the 
chamber, a series of thin disks mounted on the shaft, 
means at one end of the chamber for rotating the shaft 
and disks, and means for feeding material into the cham 
ber from said inlet, the peripheries of the disks being ser 
rated to form rakes which throw the material against the 
periphery of the chamber in the form of a cylindrical layer 
and the rakes being spaced from the periphery of the 
chamber but disposed in juxtaposition to the periphery to 
dig into the cylindrical layer, re?ne it and cause it to ro 
tate, said outlet extending around the chamber and out 
wardly to said periphery so that the cylindrical layer can 
?ow directly through the outlet lengthwise of the con 
tainer, whereby the centrifugal force of the rotating cylin 
drical layer produces a lengthwise ?ow which is directed 
toward the outlet by the pressure of the incoming material. 

4. A machine according to claim 1 further character 
ized in that the leading edges of the rakes incline out 
wardly and rearwardly. 

5. A machine according to claim 1 further character 
ized in that the chamber is slightly tapered so that the 
clearance between the rakes and chamber gradually de 
creases toward the outlet end. 

6. A re?ning machine comprising an approximately 
cylindrical chamber having an inlet at one end and an out 
let at the other end, a shaft extending axially through the 
chamber, a series of disks mounted on the shaft, means 
at one end of the chamber for rotating the shaft and disks, 
and means for feeding material into the chamber from 
said inlet and throwing it against the periphery of the 
chamber in the form of a cylindrical layer and the periph 
cries of the disks being spaced from the periphery of the 
chamber but disposed in juxtaposition to the periphery to 
drag through the cylindrical layer and cause it to rotate, 
so that the centrifugal force of the rotating cylindrical 
layer produces a lengthwise ?ow which is directed toward 
the outlet by the pressure of the incoming material, the 
disks being mounted on the shaft at an angle, so that they 
wobble as they rotate, and said outlet extending around 
the chamber and outwardly to said periphery so that the 
cylindrical layer can ?ow directly through the outlet 
lengthwise of the container. 

7. A machine according to claim 3 further character 
ized in that said disks are mounted on the shaft at an angle 
so that they wobble as they rotate, and in that they are 
close enough together to sweep over substantially the 
entire periphery of the chamber as they wobble back and 
forth. 

8. A re?ning machine comprising an approximately 
cylindrical chamber having an inlet at one end and an 
outlet at the other end, a shaft extending along the axis of 
the chamber, and means on the shaft for throwing ma 
terial against the periphery of the chamber in the form of 
a cylindrical layer and then working on the layer, said 
means comprising a series of rakes disposed in juxtaposi 
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tion to the periphery of the chamber to drag through the 
cylindrical layer and cause it to rotate, so that the cen 
trifugal force of the rotating cylindrical layer produces a 
lengthwise flow which is directed toward the outlet, and 
said outlet extending around the chamber and outwardly 
to said periphery so that the cylindrical layer can flow 
directly through the outlet lengthwise of the container. 

9. A re?ning machine comprising an approximately 
cylindrical chamber having an inlet at one end and an 
outlet at the other end, a shaft extending along the axis 
of the chamber, and means on the shaft for throwing ma 
terial against the periphery of the chamber in the form 
of a cylindrical layer and then working on the layer, said 
means comprising a series of rakes disposed in juxtaposi 
tion to the periphery of the chamber to drag through the 
cylindrical layer and cause it to rotate, so that the cen 
trifugal force of the rotating cylindrical layer produces a 
lengthwise ?ow which is directed toward the outlet, and 
said rakes being spaced from said periphery to provide 
clearance for ?bers. 

10. A re?ning machine comprising an approximately 
cylindrical chamber having an inlet at one end and an 
outlet at the other end, a shaft extending along the axis 

5 
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6 
of the chamber, and means on the shaft for throwing ma 
terial against the periphery of the chamber in the form 
of a cylindrical layer and then working on the layer, said 
means comprising a series of rakes disposed in juxtaposi 
tion to the periphery of the chamber to drag through the 
cylindrical layer and cause it to rotate, so that the cen 
trifugal force of the rotating cylindrical layer produces a 
lengthwise ?ow which is directed toward the outlet, and 
rakes being spaced from said periphery to provide clear 
ance for ?bers, and said outlet extending around the 
chamber and outwardly to said periphery so that the cylin 
drical layer can flow directly through the oulet lengthwise 
of the container. 
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